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Welcome to the June issue of the newsletter from East Riding Archives.
In this edition we mark the 200th anniversary of the births of Queen Victoria and Prince
Albert and the 50th anniversary of the moon landing. We also have the first instalment of a
series of articles about estate papers.
Read on to find out about some of the recently listed collections of documents and an
unusual find in a school collection.

Queen Victoria and Prince Albert
2019 marks the 200 year anniversary of the births of Queen Victoria and Prince Albert.
Victoria was born on 24 May 1819 and Albert was born on 26 August 1819. They married
in 1840 three years after Victoria came to the throne. Queen Victoria died in 1901 aged 81.
She had been on the throne 64 years and celebrated two jubilees.
In 1887 Beverley celebrated the royal Golden Jubilee in style. According to the Beverley
Recorder of 25 June 1887
The good people who live and move and have their being in it seemed all at once to throw
off apathy and enter with zest into festive displays.

Queen Victoria took the time to thank the people of Beverley by sending the town a
telegram.
Reference SL251/4

In 1897 Hedon celebrated the Diamond Jubilee by having a torch light procession through
the town and holding a grand cricket match.
Reference DDHE/16/55

Beverley held two sports events with various races including a wheelbarrow race where
the competitors had to provide their own wheel barrow.
Reference DDX1282/19/3

Unusual finds in the Archives
Within the records for Shakespeare Junior high school is a box which originally
contained nylon stockings but now contains a printing block for Hammonds, probably
used when producing the school magazine. The block advertised Hammonds with
the slogan
'I could buy with my eyes shut at Hammonds and be sure of satisfaction'.
Reference SL131/18

Some recently listed collections
The Hull and District Winemakers Guild
The recently listed records for the Hull and District Winemakers Guild Records reference
DDX2271 remind us how many societies have come and gone in the past centuries. The
Guild was born in 1961 when winemaking as a hobby was growing. As the 10th
Anniversary booklet explains Hull Corporation decided to stage a Hull Show and included a
home wine and beer section, this brought together the people whose common interest led
to the formation of the Guild. Whilst the Guild encouraged wine and beer making to a high
standard, there was a big social element to it. At one stage the membership had to be
closed as the Guild had over 160 members. However gradually the membership dwindled
until the Guild closed in December 2018.
Reference DDX2271/5

Driffield Women’s Institute Records
In this recently listed collection are several minute books covering 1949-1953.
Each month this branch ran a competition for its members, below are some of the
interesting and unusual topics they selected –
Prettiest cup and saucer
Best household hints on a postcard
Something made from the rag bag
Something from 1 pint of milk
Best handwriting
Best trimmed hat
Best swiss roll
Best hyacinth bulb
Best hand knitted gloves
Prettiest button
Decorated hen’s egg
Something new from something old
Best story of no more than 200 hundred words
Best 1 lb of raspberry jam
Best polished shoes
Best ironed shirt
Reference DDX2775/1/1-2
For more societies records check out our
catalogue https://www.eastriding.gov.uk/CalmView/

Conservation Corner
Fascicules
There are a myriad of ways to bind or house paper documents, as a
conservator I have to balance the need for easy access with the long-term
preservation of the document.
Lately I have been making a lot of these simple ‘fascicule’ booklets to protect
single-leaf flat documents. They’re a neat solution to the problem of how to
make flat documents accessible without risking wear and tear from handling. I
especially like them because they can be made in advance and assembled as
needed and since the booklet pages support and protect the paper documents,
it means I have to do less invasive repairs.
I’m using a modified version of the design developed at the Bodelian Library in
Oxford. They differ from other book forms in that they allow extra space to
insert the documents without causing the book to swell and splay open – much
like a photo album or scrap book.
The secret of the design is to use pages roughly the same thickness as the
document and fold them over at the spine, thus forming a stub that takes up the
depth not just each the page itself but also the added depth of the document.
I’m using Japanese tissue to hinge the documents in so they’re only lightly
attached at one edge, allowing them to be turned over so any text on the back
can be read. This form of attachment is reversible and causes minimal stress
on the document.
Not perhaps the most exciting work we do in conservation but I think it’s a really
neat solution!

Part 1 An overview

Estate Records

The Archives holds several family and estate collections. These collections are created by
landed families and their employees. In this and the subsequent articles we hope to give a
flavour of the wide range of records that can be found in such collections.
Before the 19th century, much of the land and property in the country was controlled by
landed families, whose estates could cover many different parts of the British Isles. This

property would be passed on through generations of the family, usually by a mechanism
called ‘entail’, and the result was that vast collections of records were amassed over
several centuries.This continued in the 19th century but gradually began to change, and by
the 20th century, the old landed estates were falling into decline. Estate records from the
20th century are consequently less prevalent than for other centuries as estates were
broken up and sold.
Estate collections show how a landed estate was managed and developed, what property
was sold and acquired. the papers themselves tend to have been created by all sorts of
employees, including stewards, land agents, solicitors, architects, housekeepers, and
secretaries. It is also likely that tenants’ names are mentioned in various copyhold leases
and servants are named in wages and account books.
Members of landed families often played key roles in various aspects of local life and
administration, including courts, military affairs and local politics. Some were involved with
politics on a national scale. This means that a typical estate collection can also have
political, economic and administrative history research value.
Our estate collections include:
DDCC Chichester-Constable family of Burton Constable Hall records 11th century-20th
century
DDCR Calverley-Rudston family records 14th century-20th century
DDGB Griffith Boynton family records 1325-1910
DDGR Grimston family of Grimston Garth and Kilnwick records 1299-1915
DDHI Hildyard family of Winestead records 1304-1974
DDHV Howard-Vyse family of Langton Hall records 14th century-20th century
DDRI Bethell family of Rise Park records 1191-1926
DDSA Saltmarshe family of Saltmarshe records 1320-1927
DDSB Stricklands of Boynton Hall records [15th century]-20th century
DDWS Strickland-Constables of Wassand Hall records 1545-1976

Colour print of Burton Constable hall 1860

Reference DPX/59/4

50 years of the First World War
Over the past 4 years volunteers at the Archives have been researching the lives of
local people whose photographs were published in the Beverley Guardian 19141919. This book commemorates 50 of these lives.
Read about Maurice Ashby who was one of the first RAF pilots or Seaman Stanley
Fox who was killed at the Battle of Jutland. Find out about James Meek's girlfriend
who put a notice in the paper about his death or Mr William Stainton who died on the
Lusitania.
Available in The Archives for £4.50

Trawling Through Time Project Updates
The Trawling through Time project is all about the story of Cook, Welton and Gemmell,
ship builders of Beverley, and bringing that story to as wide an audience as possible. That
is why we were delighted to be hosted by Nick Booth and his team at the SS, Great
Britain in Bristol on Thursday 9 May 2019 for the final lecture in our outreach programme,
delivered by Dr Robb Robinson. Read more about this
event https://trawlingthroughtime.org/2019/05/16/from-beverley-to-bristol/

The Man in the Moon
To celebrate the first moon landing on 20 July 1969 here are some records the Archives
holds that are associated with the moon and astronomy.

Here is a table of weather constructed by
Dr Herschell and improved by Dr A
Clarke, explaining how to use the moon to
give a weather forecast. F W Herschel
1738-1822 was the German born British
astronomer who discovered the planet
Uranus in 1781.
Reference DDBD/91/193

Searching through the catalogue I came
across the very promising title ‘The Man in
the Moon’. Alas it was not an early 19th
century treatise on the moon but a book of

political tracts by William Hone. But for
lovers of the Regency rough and tumble
approach to politics it is an amazing book,
with fantastic[al] illustrations and cutting
satire.
Reference CH/838

Directions for using the Galilean
telescope, with illustration, mid 18th
century. Note the telescope states
‘Dollond, London’ who became one of the
oldest chains of retail opticians as Dollond
and Aitchison. This advertisement
promises that we will see the satellites of
Jupiter and the ring of Saturn.
Reference DDGR/38/69

Poster advertising Messrs Keevil who will
deliver two lectures on astronomy and the
polarization of light which will be illustrated
using the largest orrery in the kingdom, to
be held at the Assembly Rooms, Norwood
on 6 to 8 April 1841
Reference DDX1942/1/136

And finally an extract from Thwing parish register!
11 July 1774 Richard Welborn slain by a flash of lightning on Saturday
Reference PE93/2
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